We initiate the formal study of the online stack-compaction policies used by big-data NoSQL databases such as Google Bigtable, Hadoop HBase, and Apache Cassandra. We propose a deterministic policy, show that it is optimally competitive, benchmark it against Bigtable's default policy, and suggest five interesting open problems.
Introduction
Distributed NoSQL databases such as Google's Bigtable [10] , Spanner (Google's next-generation NoSQL database [11] ), HBase (an open-source Hadoop-based [2] variant [3] ), and Apache's Cassandra [12] are becoming ubiquitous. Ebay, GitHub, and Netflix use Cassandra -one reported use has over 300TB of data on over 400 machines [1] . Adobe, Meetup, Twitter, and Facebook use HBase [6] -Facebook stores an estimated 150TB+ of new messages per month in HBase [9] . Gmail, Google personalized search, Google+, Google Earth (including maps), Google Analytics, Google Base, and Google Crawl use Bigtable -as early as 2006, Bigtables on over 24,500 Google servers were supporting over 1.2 million requests per second with 16 GB/s of outgoing RPC traffic, and were holding over a petabyte of data for Crawl and Analytics alone [10, §8] .
These databases store data in a stack of immutable SSTable files. Writes to the database are aggregated, then periodically flushed to disk in a new SSTable that is inserted at the top of the stack. To keep read costs low, when the stack size exceeds a prescribed limit k (typically 20 or less), the database compacts the stack, merging some contiguous subsequence of the tables in the stack into one new table. The size of the new table is the sum of the sizes of the merged tables (minus any discarded data, but we ignore that for now). These databases use a stack compaction policy to decide which tables to merge at each compaction [7, §4.2] ; [4, §9.7.6.7] ; [5] .
We call the problem that a compaction policy solves "k-slot SSTable stack compaction": given k and the sizes µ = µ 1 µ 2 · · · µ n of the inserted tables, output a compaction schedule σ = σ 1 σ 2 · · · σ n , where σ t specifies which tables in the stack to merge in response to the tth insertion, so as to minimize the cost -the sum of the costs of the n compactions, where the cost of a given compaction is the sum of the sizes of the tables it merges. (This cost models the computation and communication required for compactions, which often account for a significant fraction of total database operational cost.) Of course, the policy must be online: the value it gives each σ t must depend only on k and µ 1 · · · µ t . Fig. 5 shows Bigtable's default policy, which we call Default.
To give intuition for the SSTable stack-compaction problem, consider the seemingly simple case of n insertions of unit-size tables (each µ t = 1). Any schedule costs O(n) per insertion. It is a moderately challenging exercise to find a schedule that averages O(n 1/k ) per insertion. (Hint: for unit-size insertions, the problem is similar to the egg-dropping puzzle with n floors and k eggs, the average-case variant, see e.g. [14, Thm. 2] .) Fig. 2 illustrates two compaction schedules.
Theoretical results. Here we propose a new compaction policy called Balance, which roughly balances the work per slot (see Fig. 5 ). For any input (k, µ), its total compaction cost, Balance k (µ), is at most k times the minimum possible, opt k (µ) (proved in Section 2). That is, Balance is k-competitive [13, 8] . This is optimal, in that no deterministic online algorithm is c-competitive for any c < k (proved in Section 3). (Default is not c-competitive for any c.)
Benchmark. On a benchmark of n insertions of unit-size tables (µ t = 1), Balance costs less than Default. For example, for n = 10M and k = 3, Balance costs about 1700 times less. Fig. 1 plots the improvement versus n, for selected k ≤ 40. Appendix §4.1 gives detailed empirical data.
We calculate that Default costs 0.5
cheaper by a factor of about 1.36 n 1−1/k /k3 k . In fact, for unit-size insertions, one can show that Balance costs (1 + o(1)) opt k (µ) -it is asymptotically 1-competitive -and that it is exactly optimal for infinitely many n. Problem definition. Hereafter we consider only policies that, at each step, merge a contiguous sequence of tables from the top of the stack. The results proven here hold with or without this restriction. (The upper bound holds because Balance meets this restriction, and there is always an optimal schedule that obeys the restriction; the lower-bound proof applies as is to policies whether or not they obey the restriction.)
For i, j ∈ N with i ≤ j, let [i, j] and [i] denote, respectively, (i, i + 1, . . . , j) and [1, i] .
Definition 1. An instance of k-slot SSTable stack compaction is specified by a triple (k, S, µ): positive integer k (the number of slots), start state S, and sequence µ = µ 1 · · · µ n of non-negative 
Selected open problems
Explicit read costs (dynamic k). The cost of reading from an SSTable stack is proportional to the number of SStables in it. Currently, the static limit k implicitly keeps read costs low. An instance of SSTable stack compaction with read costs is a sequence (µ 1 , r 1 ), (µ 2 , r 2 ), . . . , (µ n , r n ) (without any k). At time t, given µ t and a read rate r t ≥ 0, the algorithm optionally does a compaction, paying the merge cost. It then pays a read cost of r t k t , where k t is the number of tables currently in the stack, (The algorithm must do merges to keep k t low when read rates are high.)
Inputs from an adversarial distribution. For some use cases, the inputs come from a distribution that can be learned. To model this, assume the input sequence µ = µ 1 · · · µ n is drawn i.i.d. from an arbitrary but fixed distribution p. Is there a constant c such, that for any distribution p, some online algorithm A (depending on p)
Memoryless algorithms. Current implementations require compaction policies to be memoryless: its response σ t at each time t depends only on the inserted table size µ t and the current sizes (s t k , s t k−1 , . . . , s t 1 ) of tables in the stack. Even for k = 2, no deterministic memoryless algorithm has bounded competitive ratio. What about randomized memoryless algorithms (e.g. Fig. 6 , appendix)?
Randomized algorithms. What is the optimal competitive ratio for randomized online algorithms?
Discarding data. In some applications, compactions can also discard redundant or expired data. To model redundant data, give each inserted table a set of weighted items; make each merge take the union of the sets, with cost equal to the total weight in the merged sets. To model expirations, have merges delete items whose (given) expiration times are passed. One simple but realistic model: specify a probability distribution p on [0, 1] with each instance; make each merge reduce the new merged table's size by a random factor drawn from p. 2 Balance is k-competitive for k-slot SSTable stack compaction
Proof. (We give a proof for empty start state S = (0, . . . , 0). Appendix §4.2 gives a full proof.)
Fix instance (k, S = (0, . . . , 0), µ = µ 1 µ 2 · · · µ n ) and schedule σ. For h ∈ [k] and t ∈ [n], let s t h denote the size of slot h just before the tth merge of schedule σ.
It is useful to view the schedule σ via a tree of phases, as follows.
Definition 2 (phases). For each
This defines an ordered tree with root [1, n] , where the nodes at height h are the h-phases. (See Fig. 3 .)
(1) Lemma 1. The optimal schedule cost opt k (S, µ) is at least the lower bound lb k (1, n).
Proof. Overloading notation, for any
, that is, the minimum cost to handle the h-phase [p, p ] using h slots that start in the same state that the (non-optimal) schedule σ has them in at the start of the phase.
To prove the lemma, we prove the following more general statement:
The base case h = 1 holds because with 1 slot there is only one schedule for phase [p, p ], and lb 1 (p, p ) (by inspection) is its cost.
For the inductive step, fix any h-phase
To show (2), first consider the case that σ * does some merge into slot h during [c, c ]. Let t be the time of such a merge (so σ * t = h and t ∈ [c, c ]). By definition σ * uses h slots to handle µ p , . . . , µ p . Hence, after σ * 's merge into slot h at time t, all the weight is in its slot h, so the merge cost µ[p, t]. For each t > t, σ * 's merge at time t costs at least µ t . Hence, (2) holds because
Now consider the remaining case: σ * does no merge into slot h during child [c, c ]. Thus, σ * c · · · σ * c is a valid schedule for input µ c · · · µ c using just h − 1 slots, and σ * (c, c ) is the cost of that schedule on that input, starting in whatever state ψ * it happens to be in at time c.
Recall that opt h−1 (c, c ) is the minimum cost to handle that same input µ c · · · µ c with h − 1 slots, but starting in state (0, . . . , 0). The latter start state is the best possible, so σ * (c, c ) is at least opt h−1 (c, c ).
and (whether or not
If all h-phases are balanced for all h ∈ [k − 1], say that σ itself is balanced.
In (3), the equality always holds: µ[p, c − 1] = s c h (but the inequality might not). Next we show that any balanced schedule is k-competitive. Lemma 2. If σ is balanced, then its cost is less than k opt k (S, µ).
Proof. For each time t ∈ [n], for each slot h ∈ [σ t ] involved in the merge, charge the slot an amount equal to its size s t h just before the merge; charge slot 1 an additional µ t . The total charged to all k slots is then the cost of schedule σ. We show that each slot h ∈ [k] is charged at most lb k (1, n). The lemma follows by Lemma 1.
By inspection, slot 1 is charged lb 1 (p, p ) = b t=a s t 1 + µ t within any given 1-phase [p, p ]. Summing over the 1-phases, the total charge to slot 1 is the sum over all 1-phases [p, p ] of lb 1 (p, p ), i.e., n t=1 s 1 t + µ t . By Eqn. 1, and Condition (4), we have that lb k (1, n) simplifies to this sum. Hence, the total charge to slot 1 is at most lb k (1, n).
For any given h > 1, slot h is charged at the end of each (h − 1)-phase [c, c ]. At time c , slot h is charged its size before the merge, i.e., s c h . Because slot h is unchanged by merges during [c, c − 1] (each of which is to a slot in [h − 1]) this size equals s c h . The latter amount, by (3) , is less than lb h−1 (c, c ). Summing over the (h − 1)-phases, the total charge to slot h is less than the sum, over (4), inspecting Eqn. 1, we see that lb k (1, n) simplifies to this sum. Hence, the total charge to slot h is at most lb k (1, n).
Schedule σ is lexicographically smaller than schedule τ if t = min{i : σ i = τ i } exists and σ t < τ t .
Lemma 3. Let σ be the lexicographically maximum schedule for instance (k, S, µ) such that Condition (3) holds for every closed child [c, c ] of every h-phase. Then σ is well-defined and balanced.
Proof. To verify that σ is well defined, i.e., that there is such a schedule, note that for the schedule 1, 1, 1, . . . 
It cannot be that 
Balance (number of slots k, start state S = (s k , . . . , s 1 ), sequence µ = µ 1 µ 2 · · · µ n ): 1. For t = 1, 2, . . . , n: 2. Define ∆ t = s 1 + µ t . ∆ t is increase in lower bound, discussed later. 3. Define τ (h, t) = max{t ∈ [t] : t = 1 or σ t −1 ≥ h}. Time after last merge involving slot h.
Choose slot to merge into.
Raise
Merge into slot σ t . Proof. By definition, σ is lexicographically maximum subject to
We rewrite the above condition. Observe that 1. For 2 ≤ h ≤ k and t ∈ [n], there exists a closed (h − 1)-phase [c, t] iff σ t ≥ h.
For a given (h − 1)-phase [c, t], no merge in [c, t − 1] involves slot h. Hence s
3. Let τ (h, t) denote max{t ∈ [t] : t = 1 or σ t −1 > h}, the start time of the (h − 1)-phase that includes time t. Let ∆ t denote s t 1 + µ t . By Lemma 3, σ is balanced, so every phase satisfies Condition (4). Hence, Definition (1) simplifies so that lb h−1 (c, t) equals t i=τ (h,t) ∆ i , Hence, in the above notation, the condition in question is equivalent to
This is equivalent to
In the inequality above, the value of the right-hand side (max{· · · }) is determined by µ 1 µ 2 . . . µ t and σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ t−1 . Hence, that σ is lexicographically maximal subject to the condition means that the inequality is tight for each t ∈ [n] -equality holds. Balance uses this equation to determine its schedule, so (by induction on t) Balance chooses the schedule σ.
Thm. 1 follows from Lemmas 2, 3 and 4. This concludes the proof of Thm. 1.
3 Balance is optimally competitive for SSTable stack compaction Theorem 2. No deterministic online algorithm for k-slot SSTable stack compaction is less than k-competitive.
Proof. Fix any deterministic online algorithm A for k-slot SSTable stack compaction. We will define a sequence µ such that, for the k-slot SSTable instance (k, S = (0, 0, . . . , 0), µ), the cost of A divided by the optimum cost is at least (1 + O(k/L k )) k where L k k is an arbitrarily large integer. This implies Theorem 2.
The sequence µ will be well-separated, which will enable us to replace cost by a max-based cost in the analysis where convenient.
Definition 5 (well-separated).
A set of weights is well-separated (w.r.t. L k ) if every two non-zero weights in the set differ by a factor of at least L k . Sequence µ is well-separated if its weights are.
Definition 6 (max-based cost). Recall that in the definition of k-slot SStable compaction, merging into slot σ t at time t increases slot σ t 's size to the sum of the merged values. Modify the definition so that, instead, slot σ t 's size becomes the maximum of the merged values (s t+1
(The cost of the merge is still the new size s t+1 σt , but with the modified definition.) The max-based cost (of a merge, or of a schedule) is the cost using this modified definition.
Lemma 5. For any well-separated sequence µ and any schedule σ, the true cost of σ is at most
Proof. With the original definition, the size of a slot h at any time t is the sum i∈Q µ i of some set Q of the weights in the given sequence µ. With the modified definition, the size of h at t is instead max i∈Q µ i , the maximum weight in the same subset. Since the weights are well separated,
To prove the theorem, we construct a well-separated µ for which the max-based cost of opt is at most 1/k + O(1/L k ) times the (true) cost of A.
Before we define the weights to be used in
For each h ∈ [k], define the h-weights:
Lemma 6. (i)
The set {w hi } h,i of weights defined above is well separated.
Proof. For any h ∈ [k], the h-weights are well-separated among themselves. The largest h-weight is w hN h , which (by (7) and Def. of w) is at most 1/L k times the smallest (h + 1)-weight w h+1, 1 . This implies that the h-weights are well-separated from the (h + 1)-weights, so the complete set is wellseparated. It also implies that each weight w h,i is at most
Define µ inductively via rounds. A 1-round inserts the next unused 1-weight, then repeatedly inserts zeros; it stops when the algorithm empties slot 1 or the 1-round has inserted L 1 zeros. For h ∈ [k − 1], an h-round inserts the next unused h-weight, then repeatedly does (h − 1)-rounds; it stops when the algorithm empties slot h or the h-round has done L h (h − 1)-rounds. A k-round inserts the k-weight w k1 = 1, then does L k (k − 1)-rounds. The sequence µ is just a single k-round.
Observe that µ uses exactly one k-weight, exactly
weights, and, for h ∈ [k], at most N h h-weights (for N h from (7)).
For h ∈ [k], let n h (≤ N h ) denote the total number of h-rounds in µ. (This depends on the algorithm.) For i ∈ [n h ], let n hi denote the number of (h − 1)-rounds (or insertions of zeros if h = 1) within the ith h-round. Note n k = 1 and n k1 = L k .
Lemma 7. The max-based cost of opt on µ is at most 2 +
Proof. We show that there exists a schedule of at most the desired max-based cost.
Recall that we have k + 1 types of weights in µ: zeros, 1-weights, 2-weights, . . . , k-weights (in order of increasing size). Call zeros 0-weights.
Consider k different k-slot schedules β(1), β (2) What is the max-cost of β(b) on µ? For consider insertions of h-weights µ t with h = b − 1. For such a weight, β(b) merges the weight only with previously inserted -weights where ≤ h. Because all -weights with < h are smaller than all h-weights, and h-weights occur in µ in increasing order, these other weights are smaller than µ t , so the max-based merge cost is µ t . Hence, the total cost of such insertions is at most t µ t = k h=1 n h i=1 w hi . Further, since the weights are well separated, this sum is at most w 11
Next consider an insertion of a (b − 1)-weight w b−1, j . The max-cost of the merge is then the most recently inserted b-weight w b (i). So, the b-weight from b-round i contributes its weight to the aggregate max-cost once for each (b − 1)-round that occurs in b-round i.
In sum, the max-cost of β(b) is at most 2 + n b i=1 w bi n bi . Hence, the average max-cost of the k schedules {β(b)} b is at most the bound claimed in the lemma.
Proof. When a merge occurs at time t, the cost s t+1 σt of the merge is the sum of some interval µ[i, t] of weights in µ; say each weight in this interval contributes its value to the merge. The total contributions of all weights in µ (to all merges) equals the cost of the schedule.
For i ∈ [n 1 ], the ith 1-round inserts 1-weight w 1i , then n 1i zeros. Slot 1 is not emptied before the round ends, so slot 1 contains w 1i until the end of the round, so each of the n 1i zeros causes w 1i to contribute to one merge, contributing in total at least n 1i w 1i . For h > 1, for i ∈ [n h ], the ith h-round inserts h-weight w hi , then does n h i (h−1)-rounds. Slot h is not emptied before the h-round ends, so w hi is contained in a slot in [h] until the end of the h-round. Each (h−1)-round j in the ith h-round either (a) ends with a merge that empties slot h − 1, which must cause w hi to contribute to that merge, or (b) times out -that is, (h − 1)-round j does n h−1,j = L h−1 iterations. Let τ hi be the number of (h − 1)-rounds in the h-round that time out, so that weight w hi 's contributions total at least (n h i − τ h i )w hi . Summing over the weights, their total contributions sum to at least the desired lower bound, k h=1 n h i=1 n h i w hi , minus the timeout loss:
To bound the timeout loss by 1/L k times the desired lower bound, we observe, for h ≥ 2, that
because, within each h-phase i, each of the τ hi (h − 1)-phases that times out contributes one of the w hi 's to the left-hand sum, while its corresponding contribution to the right-hand sum, n h−1,j w h−1,j = L h−1 w h−1,j is, by Lemma 6 (ii), at least L k w hi . Summing (8) over h ≥ 2, the timeout loss is at most 1/L k times the desired lower bound.
Lemmas 5, 7 and 8 together with the observation that w k1 n k1 = L k , imply (by algebra) that the cost of A divided by the cost of opt is at least ( 
Randomized. 1. For t = 1, 2, . . . , n: 2. Raise s 1 to s 1 + µ t and tentatively set σ t to 1. 3. For h = 2, 3, . . . , k do: 4.
With probability s h−1 /s h (or 1 if s h−1 ≥ s h ), raise σ t from h − 1 to h; else goto 5.
Merge into slot σ t . 
Benchmark on n insertions of uniform weights
We simulated Default and Balance (Fig. 5 ) on n insertions of unit size (µ t = 1). The tables below give an excerpt of results. Columns labeled Default and Balance are the total cost of Default and Balance, respectively. Fig. 7 plots the data; it shows the average cost per insertion (the total cost divided by n) versus n. For the case of unit-size insertions, we estimate the costs analytically as 0.5 n 2 /3 k + O(nk) for 
and ( If σ is balanced, then its cost is less than k opt k (S, µ).
Proof. We use the following charging scheme to charge the cost to the individual slots: For each time t ∈ [n], charge each involved slot h ∈ [σ t ] its size s t h just before merge σ t ; charge slot 1 an additional µ t . By inspection the total amount charged to all k slots equals the cost of σ. We show that σ charges each slot h ∈ [k] at most lb k (1, n). The lemma will follow by Lemma 9.
By inspection, slot 1 is charged lb 1 (p, p ) = b t=a s t 1 + µ t within any given 1-phase [p, p ]. Summing over the 1-phases, the total charge to slot 1 is the sum over all 1-phases [p, p ] of lb 1 (p, p ), i.e., n t=1 s 1 t + µ t . By Eqn. 9, and Condition (12), we have that lb k (1, n) simplifies to this sum. Hence, the total charge to slot 1 is at most lb k (1, n).
For any given h > 1, slot h is charged at the end of each (h − 1)-phase [c, c ]. At time c , slot h is charged its size before the merge, i.e., s (11) , is less than lb h−1 (c, c ). Summing over the (h − 1)-phases, the total charge to slot h is less than the sum, over the (h − 1)-phases [c, c ], of lb h−1 (c, c ). By Condition (12) , inspecting Eqn. 9, we see that lb k (1, n) simplifies to this sum. Hence, the total charge to slot h is at most lb k (1, n).
A schedule σ is lexicographically smaller than another schedule τ (of the same length) if t = min{i : σ i = τ i } is well defined and σ t < τ t .
Lemma 11. (Lemma 3.)
Let σ be the lexicographically maximum schedule for instance (k, S, µ) such that Condition (11) holds for every closed child [c, c ] of every h-phase. Then σ is well-defined and balanced.
